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I.

Background

Objectives and Scope of Mission Work
A WBG mission team visited Freetown, Sierra Leone, during the November 9-17, 2017 period to
work in consultation with Ministry of Finance (MOF), National Revenue Authority (NRA),
Ministry of Health and Sanitation (MOHS) teams to conduct a modelling assessment for
estimating the impact of tobacco excise tax increases on prices, consumption, and domestic
revenue mobilization under two policy scenarios. To this end, the work centered on completing
data collection on cigarette prices at the retail level, per brand and price category; trend data on
tax revenue collected on tobacco products; defining policy scenarios to simulate the taxation
impact; and constructing and calibrating the model with the data and information collected, in
consultation with the NRA team.
WBG team also organized a technical seminar to present the conceptual and operational
underpinnings for taxing tobacco products, accumulated evidence on the public health and fiscal
benefits of tobacco taxation, international experience on good practices, and initial results of the
modelling assessment. The seminar, which was opened by Mr. Parminder P. S. Brar, Country
Manager. WBG Country Office in Sierra Leone, was attended by national officials from the
MOF, MOH, and NRA, as well as officials from the IMF, WHO, US CDC, and WBG. Mission
also participated in radio and TV programs coordinated by the WBG Country Office EXT team.
II.
The Global Tobacco Use Challenge
Why is raising tobacco taxes in Sierra Leone a priority policy action? While progress has
been achieved in reducing premature mortality from communicable, maternal, neonatal, and
nutritional causes, these conditions still account for 3 out of 4 premature deaths. At the same time,
deaths from noncommunicable (NCDs) diseases, such as heart diseases, strokes, and cancer, and
road traffic injuries, have emerged as leading causes of years of life lost. In sub-Sahara Africa,
including Sierra Leone, NCDs are expected to become the leading cause of ill health and death by
2030, influenced by rapid urbanization, change in diet, change in risk factors from poverty to
behavior such as increased use of tobacco products, and improvements in the control of
communicable diseases that increase life expectancy.
Tobacco use: A global development challenge. Tobacco use is the largest cause of preventable
disease and death in the world, killing 7 million people per year (WHO 2017), as it affects
every major organ of the body. On average, smokers lose a decade of their life compared to nonsmokers (Jha et al. 2013). Smokers are 2 to 4 times more likely to get coronary heart disease; 2
to 4 times more likely to experience a stroke; and about 25 times more likely to develop lung
cancer (CDC 2014). Recent research has shown that smoking can kill up to two-thirds of those
who consume tobacco products (Banks et al. 2015).
Besides the public health damage caused by tobacco smoking, there are significant direct
and indirect economic costs for countries. Smoking-related illness costs billions of dollars each
year, imposing a heavy economic toll on countries, both in terms of direct medical care costs and
lost productivity among affected workers (NCI and WHO 2016; Xu et al. 2015). According to
recent estimates, tobacco-related diseases account for US$ 422 billion in health care expenditures
annually, representing almost 6% of total global spending on health. The total economic cost of
3

smoking (including productivity losses from death and disability) amounts to more than US$ 1.4
trillion per year, equivalent to 1.8% of the world’s annual Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
(Goodchild, Nargis, and Tursan d’Espaignet 2017).
Already 40 percent of these economic costs are estimated to be borne by low- and middle-income
countries (LMICs), and there is a risk that these costs will escalate, if effective and sustained action
is not supported over the medium term. This poses a major challenge for countries, such as
those in Sub-Saharan Africa such as in Sierra Leone, with large youth populations
vulnerable to manipulation and deception by tobacco advertisement, and where smoking is
on the rise. Post-conflict and post-epidemic conditions in countries such as Sierra Leone can
also be a source of vulnerability and susceptibility for the youth putting them at risk of
substance abuse, including use of tobacco products and alcohol abuse. These countries often
lack the resource base, the health systems, or the social safety nets required to protect their
populations from the negative health, social, and economic consequences of tobacco-related
chronic diseases (Marquez and Farrington 2013b; for a discussion on the economics of
deception and manipulation, see the work of Nobel Laureates George Akerlof and Robert
Schiller [2015]).
While the hazards of smoking accumulate slowly, cessation is effective quickly, helping to reduce
tobacco-related mortality, and more importantly, inequality of mortality. People who quit by age
40 get back nearly the full decade of life that they would have lost from continued smoking (Jha
and Peto 2014).
III.

Taxing tobacco: a win-win policy measure for public health and domestic
resources mobilization

The Policy Imperative of Tobacco Taxation. How can reductions in smoking be achieved in
the next decade? The path from policy to reductions in tobacco use depends on the likelihood that
a country will implement tobacco control measures, and on the measures’ effectiveness (Gravely
et al. 2017). Raising taxes sharply on tobacco products, and then adjusting for inflation and
increased affordability due to growing incomes, is the single most cost-effective measure to reduce
tobacco consumption. Indeed, as noted in The Economist (2017), “As the success in rich countries
shows, there is no mystery about how to get people to stop smoking: a combination of taxes and
public-health education does the job. This makes the abysmal record in poor countries a grave
failure of public policy.”
Making it Happen: Recommendations from a Recent 2017 World Bank Group Report1 .
Based on global evidence, the report recommends that if leaders want to move forward on tobacco
excise taxation, the following key lessons should be considered:
• Go big, go fast. Tax strategies should focus on health gains first, then on fiscal benefits. This
means going for big tobacco excise tax rate increases starting early in the process. Adopting a
slow, cautious timeline might sound prudent. But it means condemning large numbers of people

1

WBG. 2017."Tobacco Taxation: At the Crossroads of Health and Development", both Main Report and Executive
Summary: http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/docsearch/report/119792.
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to avoidable illness and premature death. In tobacco taxation, the rewards go to those who act
boldly.
• Attack affordability. Tobacco taxes only reduce tobacco consumption if they reduce cigarette
affordability. In most LMICs, wages are rising. Thus, cigarettes will become de facto more
affordable for consumers, increasing consumption, unless tobacco taxes rise even faster. Effective
strategies will generally involve combining big initial tax increases with recurrent hikes over time,
to keep cigarette prices climbing more steeply than per capita real income growth (including
inflation).
• Change expectations: Communication with the public is also critical. Governments must make
sure consumers know that a tax-rate hike is not just a one-off, but that cigarette prices will keep
going up. This is a motivator for current smokers to quit and young people not to start.
• Tax by quantity. Tobacco tax rates should be simplified and based on the quantity of cigarettes,
not their price. This is done in two ways, both of which preempt smokers’ switching to cheaper
cigarette brands after a tax-rate hike on the brands they previously smoked (a response called
“downward substitution”). The first key move is to use specific excises, as opposed to ad valorem
(value-based) excises or other taxes. A key factor that needs to be considered is that specific rates
require to be adjusted over time to at least keep pace with inflation and, preferably, at a faster rate
so that affordability is reduced over time. Any strategy for adopting them should be therefore
accompanied by a framework/instrument to allow for annual increases over time (such as the
United Kingdom’s tobacco duty escalator). The second is to merge the multiple tobacco tax “tiers”
used by most developing countries. This way, tax hikes raise prices by the same large amount on
all brands at once, pushing smokers to quit completely, rather than switch.
• “Soft earmarks” can win support. Earmarking tax revenues through legislation is criticized by
fiscal experts as contributing to rigidities, fragmentation, and eventual distortions in public
expenditures. However, “soft” earmarking of funds — for example, linking increased taxes to
increased health spending — has helped generate grassroots support for the tax hikes. This has
been shown by experience in other sectors, and it has worked for tobacco taxes in countries like
Australia, Philippines, and the United States.
• Regional collaboration can boost results. Momentum for ambitious tobacco tax reform can be
enhanced, and cross-border threats like cigarette smuggling minimized, when countries work
together in a regional structure. The European Union (EU) provides an example. The EU
experience shows that regional cooperation can help countries achieve the dual goals of reducing
tobacco consumption while increasing government revenues. Lessons also concern the pace of
reforms. EU lawmakers faced early political pressure to “go slow,” by setting a low initial
minimum tobacco excise rate to apply to all Member States. However, the EU accelerated progress
by convincing Member States to agree up front to relatively high minimum tobacco excise rates,
with longer transition periods authorized for some countries facing special challenges.
• Build broad alliances. Country leaders face sharp resistance to tax rate increases and other
tobacco control measures from the tobacco industry. The industry is both financially powerful and
politically astute. Tobacco industry advice to governments promotes the most ineffective
interventions and seeks to undercut and weaken tax measures. To counter these pressures requires
robust scientific and economic analysis, as well as multi-sectoral policy development. It also
demands the mobilization of civil society and opinion leaders. Support from international partners
5

is also required, particularly in low-income countries, to strengthen country capacity for lining up
and coordinating all parts of government, while engaging a wide set of stakeholders outside of
government.
The IMF Perspective. Similarly, in a 2016 report, the IMF also advises: “In many countries,
raising tobacco taxes can offer a “win–win”: higher revenue and positive health outcomes.
Countries’ circumstances and governments 'weighting of revenue, health, and other objectives
vary, and hence so too will the desirable level of tobacco tax rates.” “In many cases, however,
current tax rates are evidently far below what is feasible in terms of revenue potential. Thus, tax
increases could serve revenue purposes as well as health and other objectives.” “Of course,
countries putting more weight on health objectives could raise taxes even further.” (Petit, P. and
Nagy, J. 2016 “How to design and enforce tobacco excises?”. Washington, D.C.: Fiscal Affairs
Department, International Monetary Fund).
IV.

The Situation in Sierra Leone

Prevalence of Tobacco Use in Sierra Leone. As shown in Table 1 below, according to Sierra
Leone’s latest census, there are approximately 640,000 tobacco users in the country, including
smokers and people who chew or sniff tobacco (‘snuff’). They and those around them, including
children, face significant health risks. Evidence shows that up to half of all tobacco users will die
prematurely from tobacco-related causes, including heart diseases, stroke, cancer, chronic lung
diseases and diabetes and that on average, tobacco use will cost them 15 years of their life. Both
male and female youth tobacco use rates are high. In particular, the female youth tobacco use
prevalence in Sierra Leone at 24.1%, is significantly higher than the observed rates in neighboring
countries, such as Senegal (6.2%); Liberia (11.8%,); and Ghana (7.1%.)2.
Table 1: Tobacco Use Prevalence in Sierra Leone
Smoking prevelance in Sierra Leone
Youth tobacco use

Adult tobacco smoking

Adult cigarette smoking

Smoking
prevalence (%) Current tobacco use Current cigarette smoking Current

Daily

Current

Daily

Male

20.3

6.6

28.6

33.1

28

-

Female

24.1

5.0

8.2

6.2

4.4

-

Both sexes

23.5

5.8

-

19.4

-

-

Reported year

2008

2008

2013

2015

2013

-

Age group

13-15

13-15

15-49

15+

15-49

-

Data source: WHO REPORT ON THE GLOBAL TOBACCO EPIDEMIC, 2017

The Tobacco Tax Structure and Prices in Sierra Leone. As shown in Table 2 below, the
tobacco tax incidence in Sierra Leone varies between 0.13 USD and 1.19 USD, which is
extremely low compared either globally or with other African countries. The tax burden as
2

WHO REPORT ON THE GLOBAL TOBACCO EPIDEMIC, 2017
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percentage of the retail price for a pack of 20-cigarettes, is about 13%, well below WHO
recommended 75% level. Although a 30% ad valorem excise tax was introduced in June 2017,
implementation is just starting.
Table 2: Tobacco Tax Structure in Sierra Leone
Tobacco Tax Structure in Sierra Leone
2003-2010

2011-2016

2017-

Tobacco leaf

25%

20%

20%

Cigar

25%

20%

20%

Cigarettes

25%

10%

20%

Tobacco perfume

5%

15%

15%

Goods and Service Tax (GST)

15%

15%

15%

ECOWAS

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

Withholding income tax

3%

3%

3%

Goods and Service Tax (GST)

15%

15%

15%

Specific

-

-

-

Ad valorem

-

-

30%

15%

15%

15%

Import duty

Import level

Wholesale level
Excise tax

Retail level

V.

Goods and Service Tax (GST)

Modelling the Impact of Tobacco Tax Policy Changes in Sierra Leone on
Consumption and Domestic Resource Mobilization

Elements for the Construction of Scenarios under the Model. Before 2017 Sierra Leone did
not levy an excise tax on tobacco products3. The issuance of the Finance Act 2017, signed in June,
2017 addressed this issue. The Act calls for the introduction of a 30% ad valorem excise tax on
cigarette sales at the wholesale level and an increase in the import duty from current 10%
to 20% at the port of entry. An assessment done by the WBG mission of available import data
provided by the NRA, from the Automated Systems for Customs Data for the period 2010 to 2017
(up to September 2017), confirmed that no excise taxes on tobacco products were collected during
this period. NRA officials also informed that the Domestic Tax Department from the NRA began
collecting the new 30% ad valorem excise tax and increased import duty on tobacco products only
in September 2017. Since no data are readily available at this stage on the additional revenue being
collected on tobacco taxes per the Finance Act 2017, the 2017 projections done under the model
for Scenario 1 did not include such revenue. However, the estimates done by the model for the
3

A levy was included in the 2013 Finance Act to be levied on CIF value as the tax base, but it was never
operationalized before its removal as mandated in the 2015 Finance Act.
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period 2018-2019 incorporates the estimated revenue to be collected from the application of both
the new 30% ad valorem excise on cigarette sales at the wholesale level, and the increased 20%
import duty.
For the second policy scenario included for modelling purposes, the mission team considered the
recently-prepared draft directive from the Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) on the harmonization of excise taxes on tobacco products among its member
countries 4 . At present, ECOWAS member countries, including Sierra Leone, are carrying
consultations among the members to adopt a new directive. The draft Directive provides for the
adoption of a minimum excise tax burden of 50% on the price of a 20-cigarettes pack, the
application of a combination of ad valorem and specific excise taxes5, and the elimination of all
tax exemptions on tobacco products (Article 6).
On the basis of the above considerations, the modeling exercise included two scenarios to assess
(i) the potential impact of the 2017 Finance Act’s changes in tobacco tax policy on consumption
and additional tax revenue if the changes were effectively implemented; and (ii) to illustrate the
potential impact on consumption and additional tax revenue mobilization of introducing a specific
excise tax on tobacco in accordance with the ECOWAS draft tobacco tax harmonization directive
on top of the tobacco tax policy changes mandated under the 2017 Finance Act.
The policy scenarios under the model, simulated for 2018 and 2019, are:
Adopted Government Policy Scenario 1: Tobacco Tax Policy Changes per 2017 Finance Act
adopted by the Government of Sierra Leone in June 2017. Under this Scenario, the model
forecast includes the 20% import duty tax at the port of entry, and full implementation of the 30%
ad valorem excise at the wholesale level.
Alternative Proposed Policy Scenario 2: In line with the ECOWAS draft tobacco tax directive,
this Scenario assessed the impact of introducing a mix tobacco excise tax system structure
including the 30% ad valorem adopted per the 2017 Finance Act, and a uniform specific excise6
of US$0.01/85 SLL per stick (or US$ 0.20/1,700 SLL per 20 cigarettes pack) for 2018 and 2019
(but calculating the US$ .01 at current prices for 2019: US$ 1.00/ 9,513.71 7 or equivalent to
US$0.01/102 SLL or US$ 0.20/2,040 SLL per 20 cigarettes pack). This Alternative Policy
Scenario builds upon Scenario 1 above adding the specific excise tax to be collected at the port of
entry supported by the introduction of an excise tax stamp which according to the NRA is under
study, but already mandated to be implemented in 2017. It is assumed in the model that by pegging
the specific excise tax amount to the US$, it will help control for expected inflation and per capita
GDP growth effects. Such option, is considered as a best practice from international evidence8.
Tobacco Tax Structure in Sierra Leone as amended per 2017 Finance Act. As shown in Table
3, the tax base for applying the increased import customs duty from 10% to 20% for a 20-cigarettes
4

directive related to the harmonization of excise duties on tobacco products in ECOWAS member states
For the specific excise tax a suggested US$0.02 per stick, or equivalent to US$0.40 per 20 cigarettes pack.
6
Article 9 from ECOWAS Draft Directive ask member states to apply a specific tax at least equal to 0.02 US dollars
per stick of cigarettes, cigars, and cigarillos
7
Source: WBG Macroeconomics & Fiscal Management Overview (Forecast)
8
NOTE: the proposed structure corresponds to a uniform specific excise tax, applied equally to economy, mid-price,
premium and non-filter cigarettes (NO TIERS). International best practice is to impose uniform specific taxes, that
are adjusted regularly to account for increases in the price level and increases in average incomes.
5
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pack is the declared value of cost, insurance, and freight (CIF) for imported cigarettes. The base
for the new 30% ad valorem excise tax introduced per the 2017 Finance Act is the declared value
of a 20-cigarettes pack at wholesale level. The Goods and Services Tax (GST) equivalent to a
Value Added Tax (VAT) is 15% on the declared CIF plus imports duty at the port of entry, and at
warehouse declared sale price. The ECOWAS additional levy of 0.5% and the 3* Withholding
Income are both based on the declared CIF value.
Table 3: Sierra Leone Tobacco Excise Tax Structure: Prior to June 2017, new Structure per
2017 Finance Act, and Alternative Proposed Policy Scenario, 2018-2019

Tax Description

Alternative Alternative
Policy
Policy
Scenario 2
Scenario 2
2011-2017
for 2018:
for 2019:
before new
30% ad
30% ad
Finance Act
valorem
valorem
effectiveness
and a
and a
(Sept. 2017)
uniform
uniform
specific tax
specific 0f
of
US$
US$0.01/85
0.01/102
SLL per
SLL per
SLL
SLL
stick
stick
Cigarette Taxes (Recommended also for Cigars and Cigarillos)
Government
policy scenario:
increase to
20% import
duty tax and
implementation
of 30% ad
valorem excise
tax (from Sept.
2017)

Tax Base (for calculation
purposes)

Import Customs Duty (ID) [1]

10%

20%

20%

20%

Goods and Service Tax (GST)

15%

15%

15%

15%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

CIF (Cost, Insurance and
Freight)
CIF + Import Customs Duty
(ID); wholesale
CIF (Cost, Insurance and
Freight)

3.0%

3.0%

3.0%

3.0%

CIF

0%

30%

30%

30%

30% on wholesale price per
20 cigarettes pack

ECOWAS levy (EL) *
Withholding Income Tax (WIT)
Ad valorem excise tax (AE) [2]

US$
US$
Per stick (SLL/stick) Port of
0.01/85
0.01/102
Entry
SLL
SLL
Proposed Specific Excise Tax
(SE)
US$
US$
Per 20 stick per pack
0.20/1,700
0.20/2,040
(SLL/20 sticks)
SLL
SLL
[1] 2017 increase from 10% to 20% is under implementation beginning September 2017 (Finance Act 2017 - HS Code:
2402.20/122.31)
* Not applicable to ECOWAS region products
[2] 30% Ad valorem excise tax inception under implementation (Finance Act 2017 - Tariff Code: 24.02)
Source: Finance Act 2017 effective September 2017 (Domestic Tax Department from NRA)
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Estimating the Size of the Tobacco Market in Sierra Leone. The tobacco market in Sierra
Leone consist mainly of imported cigarettes, with limited or nonexistent domestic production.
The data source for determining quantity of cigarettes imported are from NRA’s Automated
Systems for Customs Data9. However, such quantities in number of imported and dully taxed
cigarettes sticks calculated from weight in kilograms or number of sticks per carton or case, were
not totally reliable per NRA officials. To refine the estimated consumption the mission team used
as proxy the number of cigarettes contained in the total CIF value by brand of imported cigarettes.
NRA provided the average number by CIF value per brand and per 20 cigarettes pack declared by
importers to the Customs Department. Table 2 below shows the trend of the estimated number
of cigarettes imported trough the ports of entry10.
To estimate the average retail price of a pack of 20-cigarettes for most common brands, the mission
team with the support of the NRA team designed and carried on a retail cigarette price survey for
those brands, which are also included in Table 4 below, with estimated market share by categories
determined according to the weighed price by brand and CIF value imported as a proxy for
quantities.
To simulate the consumption and additional fiscal revenue impact under the two tobacco tax policy
scenarios considered under the model, the revenue for the period 2017 was annualized based on
available datasets up to September 2017, and the estimated revenue for 2018-2019 reflects the
potential impact of the policy changes in the two scenarios. The parameters and assumptions of
the simulation model that was constructed are described in the tables included in Annex 1
below.
Expected Benefit of Reforming the Tobacco Tax Structure and Increasing Tobacco Tax
Rates. Tobacco taxes are non-distortionary taxes, which have a dual benefit: (i) reduce tobacco
use among current tobacco smokers and harm to others due to second-hand smoke, and prevent
initiation among the youth, which reduces the risk of tobacco-related diseases that lead to ill health,
premature mortality, and disability, and cost health systems and individual’s significant amounts
of money for treating diseases that are often preventable; and (ii) mobilize additional domestic
revenues to expand the fiscal space and hence the capacity of the government to fund priority
investments and programs that benefit the entire population (this per the 2015 Financing for
Development Addis Ababa Action Agenda).

9

CIF values for cigarettes derived by filtering on HSC code 24022000
With exception of those entering through the in-land ports (NRA estimate such quantities in about 5% of total
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Table 4: Sierra Leone Current Cigarette Market – Imports and Cigarette Retail Price Trends
and Market Share
SIERRA LEONE TOBACCO MATRIX

2013

2014

2015

2016
Baseline

Average Exchange rate Local currency/ 1US$
(Estimate)
Macroeconomic data

4,332.50

4,524.16

5,080.75

6,291.72

2017
Forecast
7,344.38

17.32

2.28

(23.29)

3.87

3.79

5.38

4.62

8.38

17.41

15.00

56,014.74

58,495.72

65,592.55

86,593.20

95,670.35

GDP per capita growth (annual %)
Inflation rate (Inflation, annual %)
Legal consumption (Import Data from Port
of Entry, excluding In-land entry)
Total CIF Cigarettes (million SLL)
Cigarettes (million US$)

12.93
12.93
12.91
13.76
13.03
Total cigarette imports CIF base taxed
(million pieces)
2,575.26
2,578.39
2,574.75
2,738.24
2,603.09
Economy low price imported cigarettes (Bon, Bon International, M7, Other)
Average retail price of economy low price
imported cigarettes (SLL/ 20 cigarettes pack)
1,377
1,727
1,899
Market share of economy low-price imported
13.3%
9.0%
13.4%
cigarettes
Economy imported cigarettes (Gold Seal, Caesar, Ducal, Sir, Capitol)
Average retail price/Economy imported
cigarettes (SLL/per 20 cigarettes pack)
2,116
2,296
2,727
Proportion of total economy cigarettes
74.6%
77.3%
72.9%
imported
Mid-price imported cigarettes (Pine, Ranson, Doble Apple)
Average retail price of mid-price imported
cigarettes (SLL/per 20 cigarettes pack)
2,704
3,007
3,423
Market share of mid-price cigarettes
1.9%
3.0%
6.9%
Premium cigarettes (Marlboro, Bond Street,
Benson & Hedges)
Average retail price of premium cigarettes
(SLL/per 20 cigarettes pack)
6,981
7,559
8,827
Market share of premium cigarettes
10.2%
10.6%
7.01%
Source: National Revenue Authority / Automated Systems for Customs Data (sum of import duty, GST revenue, nonECOWAS levy and withholding income and Cigarettes Retail Price Survey (NRA and WBG Tobacco Team)

Results of the Modelling Assessment. Table 5 summarizes the results of modeling the potential
impact of tobacco excise tax policy changes under the above policy scenarios over the 2018-2019
period. Under Scenario 1, excise tax revenue is estimated to add tax revenue in the amount of
US$11.89 million in 2018 and US$13.17 in 2019. This would contribute to increase total tobacco
tax revenue collected (import duty, excise taxes, GST, withhold, ECOWAS and levies) to US$18.9
million in 2018 and US$20.59 million in 2019, equivalent to 0.35% and 0.36% of GDP in 2018
and 2019, respectively. Under Scenario 2, if the suggested additional policy change is adopted,
excise tax revenue is estimated to increase tax revenue to an amount of US$29.73 million in 2018
11

and US$33.77 in 2019. This would contribute to increase total tobacco tax revenue collected
(import duty, excise taxes, GST, withhold, ECOWAS and levies) to US$39.23 million in 2018
and US$44.06 million in 2019, equivalent to 0.72% and 0.77% of GDP in 2018 and 2019,
respectively, and would help expand the budgetary capacity of the Government to finance priority
programs and investments that benefit the entire population, including increasing access to quality
health services and medications.
A preliminary estimation done by the WBG team suggests that under Scenario 2, the real cigarette
price increases by 85% from the 2017 baseline, and this estimated price increase could contribute
to decrease the total smokers by 17% or 14,000 people in the short term, and smoking-attributable
deaths by 11% or about 30,000 deaths averted.
Table 5: Sierra Leone Current and Proposed Tax Policy Scenarios
Summary of Results, 2018-2019

Government Revenue Type

Year

Proposed Tax Policy Measure

Scenario 1:
estimated tobacco
tax revenue per
2017 Finance Act
policy changes

Scenario 2:
proposed adoption
of mix excise tax
structure on
tobacco: 30% ad
valorem (per 2017
Finance Act), and
US$ 0.01/stick
specific excise tax
per ECOWAS
draft directive

Adopted
Government policy:
increase to 20%
import duty tax and
introduce a 30% ad
valorem excise tax
on tobacco - 20182019 Forecast

Alternative Policy
Scenario for 2018:
30% ad valorem tax
and a uniform
specific of US$0.01
SLL per stick 20182019
Forecast

Total tobacco excise tax revenue (SLL billion)

101.07

Total tobacco excise tax revenue (US$ million)
Total government tobacco tax revenue (import
duty, excise taxes, GST, withhold, ECOWAS and
levies, SLL billion)

$

$

Total tobacco excise tax revenue (SLL billion)
Total tobacco excise tax revenue (US$ million)
Total government tobacco tax revenue (import
duty, excise taxes, GST, withhold, ECOWAS and
levies, SLL billion)
Total government tobacco tax revenue (import
duty, excise taxes, GST, withhold, ECOWAS and
levies, US$ million)

11.89

$ 29.73

160.66

2018

Total government revenue (import duty, excise
taxes, GST, withhold, ECOWAS and levies, US$
million)

252.70

18.90

$

125.28
$

13.17

$

195.92

2019

$

20.59

$

Difference

151.63
$ 17.84

333.44

172.78

39.23

20.33

321.29

196.02

33.77

20.60

419.16

223.24

44.06

23.47

Source: WBG Staff estimates.
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Figure 1 presents a comparison of the tobacco tax revenue (in SLL billion) annualized for 2017
under current tobacco tax structure with projected scenarios for 2018 and 2019. It is noted, that
the projections for 2017 exclude excise tax revenue collected beginning September 2017 as
related data were not available at the time of the preparation of this report.

Figure 1: Sierra Leone Current and Proposed Tobacco Tax Policy Scenarios

450.00

Excise Tax
Revenue
2018

Government Revenue (SLL billion)

400.00
350.00

Total Tax
Revenue
2018
333.44

Total Tax
Revenue 2019
Excise Tax
Revenue
2019

419.16

321.29

300.00
252.70
250.00
196.02

200.00
151.63
150.00

223.24
195.92

172.78
160.66
125.28

101.07
100.00
50.00
Baseline Forecast
2017

2018

2019

YEAR
Baseline 2017 (Forecast)
MoF projected revenue with excise tax structure Finance Act 2017
Policy Option 1: proposed mix structure 30% ad valorem, and US$ 0.01/stick specific Tax
Difference
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VI.

Improving Tobacco Tax Structure Design and Administration

Tobacco tax structure design. Choosing an appropriate tobacco tax structure for a country is
paramount to a successful strategy for promoting both public health and public finance. Main
aspects need to be carefully addressed for tobacco tax structure design, which include:
Tax types. Governments impose a variety of taxes on tobacco and tobacco products, including
tobacco leaf at the agriculture level, excise taxes, value added taxes (VAT), general sales taxes,
duties on tobacco product imports or other special taxes. Of these, tobacco product excise taxes
are most important for achieving the health objective of reduced tobacco consumption since these
are the taxes that are uniquely applied to tobacco products and that raise the prices of these
products relative to the prices of other goods and services.
Which segments to impose excise taxes? Tobacco product excises are generally, but not always,
applied early in the distribution chain (on importers/manufacturers or distributors). Most
governments levy excise taxes and other taxes on tobacco products at import and production level.
Given there are less importer/producers than wholesalers and retailers, it is easier to enforce tax
compliance and reduce administrative costs at import and production level than at the wholesale
and retail level.
Specific and ad valorem excise taxes. A specific excise tax is levied based on quantity (e.g., a
fixed amount per cigarette or weight of tobacco), while an ad valorem excise is levied based on
value (e.g., a percentage of the factory price or retail price). Ad valorem tobacco excises are more
difficult to administer, hence these increase opportunities for tax avoidance and evasion, and create
greater gaps in prices between high and low priced brands and thus to encourage switching down
when tax increases. In contrast, greater reliance on specific excise taxes maximizes the impact of
tobacco taxes on public health by reducing the gap in prices between premium and low priced
alternatives, thereby limiting opportunities for users to switch down in response to tax increases.
Applying the same specific tax to all brands of a given tobacco product also sends the clear
message that all brands are equally harmful. Global current trends point to a greater use of specific
taxes, although mixed systems are also commonly used in different countries.
Simpler is better. Complex tax structures are difficult to administer, create opportunities for tax
avoidance and evasion, and are less effective in achieving public health and revenue goals. A good
candidate for a well-designed tax system is a simple and unified excise tax system with all tobacco
products taxed at the same level. Such a system would be an ideal system for tax authorities with
respect to generating more revenues while reducing cigarette consumption.
Strengthening tobacco tax administrators’ capacity of ensuring tax compliance. Strong tax
administration is a requisite for ensuring high compliance effectively and administering tax
policies efficiently in the sense that administrative costs are low relative to revenue collected.
Good tax administration requires strong technical capacity but also a well-designed tax. Tax
administrative agencies should be aware of the market conditions and the factors affecting tobacco
sales and hence their impact on the revenue stream. These factors should be taken into
consideration when a tax policy is designed so that both public health and revenue objectives are
achieved. Effective compliance measures include:
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Licensing all involved tobacco product importers, manufactures and distributors Licensing of all
involved in tobacco production and distribution makes easier to identify illicit tobacco products,
and increases administrators’ ability to identify and penalize those engaged in tax evasion.
Monitoring by conducting physical control, requiring tax stamps on tobacco products, and
applying new technologies. Governments with effective tax administration systems regularly
apply enforcement measures and require importers/producers to keep records (e.g. inputs, stocks,
banderoles, shipments) that are periodically inspected by the tax authority. Existing evidence
suggests that old tax stamps are less effective in deterring illicit or counterfeit cigarette production
and trade, but are better than having no tax stamps. Tax administrators should adopt up-to-date
technologies to increase the efficiency of tax collection and minimize tax avoidance and evasion.
These new technologies include more sophisticated, harder to counterfeit tax stamps and trackingand-tracing systems that can be used to follow tobacco products through the distribution chain.
VII.

Tobacco Tax Stamps: Global Practice and Implications for Sierra Leone

Tax stamps are required by many countries to ensure tax payers’ compliance by monitoring
production and distinguishing licit tobacco products from illicit ones. Products that do not carry
tax stamps are illegally produced or smuggled. Tax stamps are widely applied on tobacco products
by governments. In 2013 approximately 81 countries worldwide use tax stamps.
There are two types of stamps applied at the import and distribution supply chain. The Banderoles
(WHO 2010) applied at the production segment by putting monitoring scanners at production
facilities is not discussed here given there’s no local cigarette manufactures in Sierra Leone.
Traditional paper (“low-tech”) stamps. Traditional paper stamps are stickers affixed on tobacco
products. The application of tax stamps varies by countries. For example, tax stamps are required
for brands produced by companies producing over 50 million pieces of cigarettes annually and
their brands meet the national standards by Viet Nam, or hard packs of cigarettes first, then for all
cigarettes, in Bangladesh. Uruguay do not require tax stamps on cigarettes sold in duty free shops
located in border areas and in airports, but require orange stickers on them with the message “For
sale only at duty free shops” in order to avoid their resale in the country. Similarly, Serbia required
a red stamp for locally manufactured brands, green for licensed brands and blue for imported
brands (WHO 2010).
Who pays for tax stamps? Companies pay the cost of tax stamps or banderoles at the time of
purchase from the tax or other dedicated authorities. The value of each stamp is calculated
differently, by piece of cigarette (e.g. Indonesia), cigar, cigarillo, per 1000 pieces (e.g. EU), or a
pack of several cigarettes, and per kilogram for tobacco. The relatively low cost of stamps is paid
by the manufacturers or distributors but this cost is shifted to consumers as a price increase.
Initially some countries subsidized the cost (e.g., Viet Nam), but today importers and
manufacturers pay and shift the cost to consumers, increasing the retail price.
The traditional low-tech paper stamps are easy to counterfeit. These conventional stamps do
not take advantage of overt and covert security features and encrypted information regarding
manufacturing, distribution, and retail destination that is contained in high-tech stamps. faking of
cigarette tax stamps, like counterfeit money, has quietly grown into a major problem in many
countries, depriving governments of much needed revenues.
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Digital tax stamps: Digital tax stamps provide an effective tracking and tracing system to reduce
tax evasion. They carry information about the brand and manufacturer’s name, the facility where
the products are produced, the time the stamp was produced and purchased and so on, so that the
product can be traced back to its source. According to the Framework Convention Alliance (FCA)
new digital tax stamps, using invisible ink and featuring a unique, covert (hidden) code with data
for each cigarette pack, make it harder for criminals to manufacture fakes (and are preferable to
paper tax stamps). The digital stamps contain encrypted information which can be read using a
portable scanner. This allows enforcement officials “to distinguish real tax stamps from even the
most sophisticated fakes”. Some experiences across the world follow.
California. It introduces the Cigarette and Tobacco Products Licensing Act requiring licensing of
all entities engaged in selling tobacco products within the state. Stamping machines applied this
new generation of high-tech tax stamps using invisible ink and featuring a unique, covert code
with product data related to each cigarette pack that can be uploaded to a central Data Management
System. The stamps not only allow verification whether a product is authentic, but they also are
encrypted with this information: (i) Name and address of the distributor affixing the stamp; (ii)
The date the stamp was affixed; (iii) The value of the stamp. In distribution centers, cigarette
cartons are opened automatically, the tax stamps are applied to each pack and the cartons are
closed again.
Brazil. Government mandates licensing of its manufacturers. Non-compliance with the law or
failure to pay taxes could lead to withdrawal of a license and closure of a factory. It has operated
a control and monitoring system for cigarette production since December 2007. The Ministry of
Finance implemented installation of automatic cigarette production counters at each production
line. It mandated the launching of a digital tax stamp system, with capabilities for identifying each
individual pack. Each stamp gets a unique code for each cigarette pack. There are four main tax
categories for cigarettes, and the stamp for each tax category has a different color. After stamps
are produced, they are transferred to one of the manufacturing sites under strict security. Then the
tax stamps are applied to the packs, and a camera at the production line activates codes on the
packs. The stamps are encrypted with the following information: (i) Name of the manufacturing
site; (ii) The date the stamp was validated; (iii) The tax category of the stamp.
If a manufacturer uses tax stamps whose codes are not detected, are not allocated to that specific
manufacturer, or do not match the fiscal category of the pack, the Data Manager Server will issue
an alert to the Secretariat of Federal revenues to start an investigation.
Turkey. Country introduced a digital tax-stamp system using invisible ink and featuring a unique,
covert code with product data for each cigarette pack in 2007. In Turkey, the tax stamps are applied
on cigarette packs in foreign and domestic manufacturing sites. For domestically made cigarettes,
codes on the tax stamps are activated at the manufacturing site, and for imported cigarettes, they
are activated in one of the three customs ports.
Cost and benefits of digital tax stamps: The digital system is a more expensive system than a
traditional paper stamp systems. Several countries have been examining its adoption, including
Philippines, Indonesia, Pakistan, Russia, and Ukraine, but cost has been an impediment to
adoption and implementation. (WHO 2010) However, evidence shows an effectively
implemented high-tech tax-stamping system will lead to substantial revenue benefits. For
example, California implemented a high-tech tax-stamping system in 2005 where the data
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for each cigarette pack can be uploaded to a central Data Management System via barcodes.
The cost was high at US$9 million per year but it enabled an additional US$75 million to be
collected between January 2004 and March 2006 because of the tax stamps (in tandem with
a new state law that required licensing of all entities engaged in selling tobacco products).
The California case shows that the additional tax revenues collected using the state’s hightech stamp could be as much as eight times higher than implementation and administrative
costs.
VIII. Overall Conclusions and Policy Recommendations
As evidenced by the results of the modelling assessment, tobacco taxation policy reform, including
the establishment of a uniform mix excise tax system for all categories of cigarettes, is a potential
major policy tool for the Government of Sierra Leone to prevent the severe public health burden
of smoking-related diseases and premature mortality, while at the same time tobacco taxation
could be a notable contributor to fiscal revenue collection for funding priority programs and
investments that benefit the entire population, including improved access to essential medical
services and medication to reach universal health coverage (UGC).
Given current fiscal pressures, it is relevant and timely to focus on using additional tobacco
taxation increases as a source of additional public revenues over the near and mediumterms. However, as documented in a recent IMF report (Cevik et al, 2016), it is important to keep
in mind that the structure of cigarette taxes is critical in determining the relative prices of different
tobacco products and brands across the price spectrum, and thereby influencing the behavior of
consumers within a country. While tax policy could help reduce negative externalities associated
with tobacco consumption (i.e., ill health and premature mortality), the taxation arrangement needs
to avoid providing incentives to switch down to cheaper cigarette brands in response to tax related
and other price increases.
Under Scenario 1, with the effective implementation of the ad valorem tax on tobacco
adopted per the 2017 Finance Act, the additional excise tax revenue would amount to US$11.89
million in 2018 and US$13.17 in 2019. This would contribute to increase total tobacco tax revenue
collected (import duty, excise taxes, GST, withhold, ECOWAS and levies) to US$18.9 million in
2018 and US$20.59 million in 2019, equivalent to 0.35% and 0.36% of GDP in 2018 and 2019,
respectively.
While the tobacco excise tax increase adopted per the 2017 Finance Act is a positive policy
step for public health and domestic resource mobilization, the estimated revenue generation
impact of implementing the suggested tobacco excise tax policy adjustment under Scenario
2 would be much higher than under Scenario 1, and Sierra Leone would be taking the lead
in implementing the proposed ECOWAS tobacco tax policy reforms. Indeed, under Scenario
2, if the suggested additional policy adjustment is adopted to establish a mix excise tax structure
on tobacco (30% ad valorem per the 2017 Finance Act, and adding a US$ 0.01/stick specific excise
tax per ECOWAS draft directive), the resulting excise tax revenue is estimated to contribute
to almost double the total tobacco tax revenue collected, relative to Scenario 1: US$39.23
million in 2018 and US$44.06 million in 2019, equivalent to 0.72% and 0.77% of GDP in
2018 and 2019, respectively. This additional tax revenue would help expand the budgetary
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capacity of the Government to finance priority programs and investments that benefit the entire
population, including expanding access to quality health services and medications.
Under Scenario 2, there would be significant public health benefits as well: a preliminary
estimation done by the WBG team suggests that the real cigarette price increases by 85% from the
2017 baseline level, and this estimated price increase could contribute to decrease the total
smokers by 17% or 14,000 people in the short term, and smoking-attributable deaths by 11% or
about 30,000 deaths averted.
With the increase of import duty and the introduction of the ad valorem excise tax on tobacco
in June, 2017, it is imperative that Sierra Leone Government moves quickly to implement
this measure alongside the implementation of the already agreed policy to apply tax stamps
to all tobacco products to prevent tax losses from tax evasion. Based on the overall evidence
presented above, adopting tax stamps with new technologies, including encryption, holograms,
and scannable barcodes, would the desirable policy measure to prevent the use of
counterfeited paper stamps and to improve supply-chain monitoring and enforcement. As
international evidence shows, the additional tax revenues collected using high-tech tax stamps
could be as much as eight or nine times higher than related implementation and
administrative costs.
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Annex I: Parameters of Simulation Model: Inputs and Assumptions
Annex I - Table 1: Sierra Leone Macro-Economic Indicators
SIERRA
LEONE
TOBACCO MATRIX
Average Exchange rate
Local currency/ 1US$
(Estimate)
Macroeconomic data
GDP per capita growth
(annual %)
Inflation rate (Inflation,
annual %)
CPI (annual average),
Population (Million)
Adult population (15 64 year in Million)
Adult population (15 64 years in %)

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016
Baseline

2017
Forecast

2018
Forecast

2019
Forecast

3,497.65

3,331.59

3,181.73

2,192.28

2,360.25

4,205.42

7,195.40

7,573.74

8,500.53

9,513.71

2.09

3.84

12.67

17.32

2.28

(23.29)

3.87

3.79

4.13

4.50

7.40

6.63

6.21

5.38

4.62

8.38

17.41

15.00

12.00

10.00

117.95

125.77

133.58

140.76

147.26

159.60

187.39

215.50

241.36

265.49

5.78

5.91

6.04

6.18

6.32

6.45

6.59

6.73

6.87

7.02

3.10

3.17

3.26

3.34

3.41

3.53

3.63

3.73

3.84

3.93

53.62

53.70

53.88

54.14

54.44

54.76

55.06

55.45

55.83

56.01

Source: WBG Macroeconomics & Fiscal Management Overview; World Bank Metadata Indicators/Bank of Sierra Leone (BSL); Statistic Sierra Leone
(2010 - 2015 data) and WB MfMOD
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ANNEX I Figure 1: Simulation Assumptions: Price and Income Elasticity

To estimate the impact of the change in the
retail price on consumption, the crucial
parameters are:
•
Price elasticity of demand: The greater
the price elasticity, the greater the
decrease in the consumption of cigarettes
in response to a given percentage change
in the price (price elasticity falls in the
inelastic range, but closer to -1 than zero).
• Income elasticity of demand: The greater
the income elasticity may lead to greater
consumption of cigarettes in response to a
given percentage change in income
(income elasticity tends to be unit elastic
or somewhat more elastic).
It is assumed that tax increase is passed from
importers to consumers.

Price elasticity:

Assumptions [1]:
[1] Sources:
•
•

WAEMU/WHO Joint Report on Tobacco Taxation, December 2014;
Meta-analyses of the relationship between tobacco prices and use
suggest that the overall elasticity of demand for adults lies between
-0.3 and -0.7 (CBO 2012, IARC 2011, Gallet and List 2003,
Chaloupka and Warner 2000)

Price elasticity for domestic economy cigarettes
Price elasticity for mid-price cigarettes
Price elasticity for imported premium cigarettes
Income elasticity for economy cigarettes
Income elasticity for mid-price cigarettes
Income elasticity for premium cigarettes
Percentage increase in income

Value (must be negative)
Value (must be negative)
Value (must be negative)
Value (typically positive)
Value (typically positive)
Value (typically positive)
Percentage

-0.5
-0.4
-0.4
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.3
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Annex I - Table 2: Baseline / Actual & Model Outputs Excise Tax Scenarios

Summarized output
Total cigarettes taxed port of entry (million pieces) [1]
Average cigarette retail price (SLL per pack)
Average cigarette price (US$ per pack) *
Average excise tax burden (excise tax as percentage of retail
price)
Average cigarette tax burden (total tax - excise, GST, import
duties, ECOWAS withhold and levies as % of retail price)
Total government revenue with GST on Imports only (in billions
of SLL) [2]; [3]
Total government tobacco tax revenue (excise, GST, import
duties, ECOWAS, withhold and levies, billion SLL)
Percentage change in (year to year):
Total cigarette consumption (%)

Actual 2015
2,574.8
2,526.7
$ 0.50

Actual 2016

Forecast 2017

2,738.24
2,817.91
$
0.45

2,603.09
3,028.84
$
0.41

-

-

-

14.2

14.4

13.5

19.7

24.1

25.17

46.3

53.91

49.43

-0.1%

6.3

-4.9

[1] Quantity estimates based on total CIF declared by importer for 20 cigarettes pack (2017) - Source: SL National Revenue Authority - Customs Dept. Note:
excludes in-land imports.
2] Simulation model result of 19.7 billion SLL for 2015 total government revenue for cigarette taxes on imports, provided the Metrics to calibrate the model
comparing this figure with actual revenue reported by the Automated Systems for Customs Data of SLL 19,6 billion with a small difference of 0.6% following within
statistical accepted range.
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Alternative
Policy
Scenario
2019: 30% ad
valorem and a
uniform
specific 0f
US$ 0.01/102
SLL per stick

Government Revenue Type

Baseline
2017
(Forecast)

Total cigarettes taxed port of entry (million pieces) [1]

2,603.09

2,387.97

2,307.71

1,977.16

1,702.40

3,028.84

3,956.98

4,540.81

6,270.05

9,590.46

0.41

0.47

0.48

0.74

1.01

42198.5

53977.9

127,198.5

289,535.1

Average cigarette retail price (SLL per pack)
Average cigarette price (US$ per pack)*
Average excise tax (SLL per 1000 pieces)
Average excise tax (US$ per 1000 pieces)

$

Total excise tax revenue (SLL billion)
Total excise tax revenue (US$ million)

$

Total government tobacco tax revenue (excise, GST, inport duties,
ECOWAS, whthold and levies, billion SLL)
Total government revenue (excise, GST and levies, US$ million)
Percentage change in total cigarette consumption (%)

49.43
$

6.73
-4.9

4.96

5.67

101.07

125.28

11.89

0.22% $ 13.17

160.66
0.13% $

$

18.90
-8.3

$

-3.4

$

252.70
0.23% $

195.92
0.35% $ 20.59

14.96

29.73

39.23

30.43

321.29
0.55% $

333.44
0.36% $

Expected Contribution to GDP

Alternative
Policy
Scenario
2018: 30% ad
valorem and a
uniform
specific of
US$0.01/85
SLL per stick

Expected Contribution to GDP

Governme
nt policy:
increase to
20%
import
duty tax
and
implement
30% ad
valorem
excise 2019
Forecast

Expected Contribution to GDP

Government
policy:
increase to
20% import
duty tax and
implement
30% ad
valorem
excise - 2018
Forecast

Expected Contribution to GDP

Expected Contribution to GDP

Annex I - Table 3: Sierra Leone: Tobacco Excise Tax Scenarios – Preliminary GDP Impact Assessment

33.77

0.59%

419.16
0.72% $

-24.0

44.06
-13.9

[1] Quantity estimates based on total CIF declared by importer for 20 cigarettes pack (2017) - Source: SL National Revenue Authority - Customs Dept. Note:
excludes in-land imports.
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0.77%

Annex I - Table 4: Sierra Leone: Summary Cigarette Tax – Scenarios Output – 2018 - 2019

It should be noted that the total projected tax burden in Sierra Leone, would reach 37% under Government Policy by 2019 and around 53 in
Scenario 1, projected for 2018.
The WHO-recommended tax burden level is 75%.
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